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PROJECT QUANTITY                ITEM NO   

The Henny Penny integrated hood 
option for Space$aver and 
Space$aver Plus combis offers a low-
cost venting solution that gives 
operators the flexibility to position 
combi cooking anywhere there is not 
a dedicated ventilation system.  

This lightweight integrated hood is 
mounted directly to Space$aver FSH 
605 or Space$aver Plus FSH 610 
combi and recirculates air through 
four filter levels. No additional external 
venting required. Powerful two-speed 
blower draws in smoke, odors and 
condensation through the 4-level filter 
system and returns fresh air to 
ambient conditions. Hood ON/OFF 
and fan speed are controlled from 
Chef’s Touch control. 

Guests and crew will experience a 
more pleasant environment, free  of 
odor and grease-laden vapor.  

Standard Features 
 Effective condensation of steam 

and vapor directly from combi units 
 Extracts smoke, fat, and odors 

through a powerful 4-level filtration 
system 

 Condensate drains back through 
existing vent into combi cabinet 
drain 

 2 fan speeds  
 Convenient front access to service 

filters  
 Rugged smoke and odor filters 

engineered for long life 
 Cleanable flame protection filter 

and fat filter  
 Separate power connection 
 Lightweight, easy to install 
 Welded stainless steel construction 

for easy-cleaning and long life 

Dimensions hood only 
Height  19.00 in  (483 mm) 
Width  22.00 in  (557 mm) 
Depth  33.63 in  (855 mm) 

Ambient climate 
140–270F (5–40C)  
95% relative humidity non-condensing 

Noise level 
< 65 db 

Electrical hood only, separate connection 
Volts Hertz kW 
120  60 0.50 
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Integrated Hood  
Space$aver™ and Space$aver™ Plus 

FSH 605 Electric 
FSH 610 Electric 

FSH-610 Space$aver Plus   
combi oven with integrated hood 


